MATERIAL  DEVELOPMENT
sold fabrics and ready-made clothing (known as confections); they
have gradually added other lines of goods and extended their
operations to articles of every kind. The large stores have revolu-
tionized the methods of retail trade. The traditional principle of
the French retailer in the past was to try to sell at the highest
possible price by chaffering over the sum with the customer, the
French verb for this process of bargaining being marchander.
Large transactions in real property or cattle are still carried on
by this method in France. The tradesman did not fix his price,
but sought to make his profit by selling for a high sum. The large
stores, on the contrary, sought their profit in a rapid turnover,
which has enabled them to increase the number of transactions
in which their capital is employed. They attracted customers by
the cheapness of the goods sold at fixed prices, methods of display,
which excited a desire to purchase, advertisement by means of
catalogues, and bargains (occasions) offered at sales (soldes) in
which articles are disposed of at reduced prices. Retailers have
been compelled by their example to give up bargaining and name
their prices.
A similar process of concentration has taken place in connection
with credit transactions, Private banks have had to meet the
competition of the great credit establishments which have opened
branches in a large number of towns. These great centres, by
collecting savings as fast as they are made and receiving larger and
larger sums on deposit from their clients, have accumulated an
enormous capital, which enables them to increase the number of
their loans and discount bills for traders at a very low rate. They
have helped to bring about a change in the habits of the French,
who, instead of using their savings in the purchase of land or
lending them on mortgage, have now taken to investing them in
stocks and shares. The traditional tendency of the French bour-
geois and peasant to avoid risk developed habits of investment
in France which differ from those in the neighbouring countries.
The French public has preferred bonds and State loans with a
fixed but low yield of interest to industrial enterprises, which yield
a higher but more irregular income.
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